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Abstract:
First identified in 1978, Imposter Phenomenon (IP) is a person's internalized feeling of fraudulence in their profession despite their success. IP has since been studied in various professions, including librarianship and affiliated fields. While several librarian-focused studies found high instances of IP in the profession, none studied archivists. In December 2022, SAA's College & University Archives Section steering committee members conducted the first-ever IP survey of archivists. Nearly 400 SAA members answered questions about work, caregiving, and self-care and completed an IP survey. While early results found high levels of IP among respondents, a deeper analysis found differences from past librarian-focused studies. April Anderson-Zorn will provide an overview of IP and survey results in related fields. Taylor Flinn will give a detailed statistical analysis of the 2022 survey results. Tiffany Cole will discuss the IP survey and online polling. Jane LaBarbara will propose ways organizations can combat IP. The panelists aim to increase IP awareness among archivists, help those struggling, and suggest ways SAA and other organizations can combat this increasingly prevalent psychological occurrence.
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